Caroline M. Schwaller 38 fail your organisation will more than likely fail. If several organisations fail we face a disaster. If many fail around the world we face catastrophe (cited in Reeve and McGhee 1996: 178) .
Interestingly, a unique opportunity may have arisen, as if by design, for the cuckoo to dominate the nest: the binary logic of a pure science has created a paradigmatic deus ex machina. The cause for concern is simple; the social consequences are potentially disastrous. As Reeve and McGhee explain, the 'machines we have so recently created now threaten the very fabric of our societies ' (1996: 19) . The interest for social science is not the technical error, but the circumstances of its perpetuation and the disbelief surrounding its ultimate and global effect on social organisation. More specifically for the current publication, the Millennium Time Bomb presages the Year 2000 as apocalypse, 'the collapse of time and space into a void of The End"' and could result in widespread changes in everyday practices.
The aim of this paper is not to engage with such grand theorising, but to explain simply the actual problem of the Year 2000 date and explore some of the potential outcomes drawing upon papers published by leading bodies in the field, media articles and personal research into the subject conducted as part of the Year 2000 Computing Alert Programme. This research and awareness raising project has been undertaken over the last year in the north west of England and was funded under European Regional Development and the DTI Managing in the 90s programme. Finally, some conclusions will be attempted using hermeneutic theory (Gadamer) and di:ffilsion of innovation method (Rogers), both of which have influenced the approach to the research. The earliest computer programmes relied upon data stored on a Hollerith card as holes punched by hand of up to 80 characters per card and read by a beam of light. Space was at a premium and to economise on time and money, the year became conventionally represented by two digits in the date format DD/M1'v:fIYY where 19th February 1955 was represented in the UK by 19/02/55 (my birth date). Not only was this convention perpetuated in all subsequent programmes long after a single silicon chip contained all the data and could perform all the functions of the room-size Mark-1 computer, it not surprisingly became the norm for all official forms and documents including cheque books and eventually credit cards. However, the date is not only encoded into all software and operating systems, but also into (soft)hardware in the BIOS (Basic Input Output System) chip and RTC (Real Time Clock) and in most electronic controls found in manufacturing, security, and safety critical systems. Professor Philip Wadler (in Reeve and McGhee 1996: 69) of the Department of Computing Science at Glasgow University is particularly concerned about the effects in areas such as nuclear power Stations and defence systems: 'It is hard to think of a safety critical system that doesn't use the time and date. ' This includes satellites which control not only telephones and related communications systems (fax, Internet) but also navigation (air, sea and land) based upon Global Positioning Systems (GPS).
The difficulty with the two-digit year is that 2000 will be represented by '00' and this occurs both in main frames and PCs. The computer responds in a number of ways depending upon the particular hardware or software and may read '00' as 1900, fail to compute as the datum is illogical, attempt to operate and produce erroneous data, revert to the date from which number of days are calculated (generally a date in 1980 or 1984 for PCs), recognise '00' as 'end of run' or an 'invalid record'. Additionally some systems cannot calculate 2000 as a leap year. If 1900 is assumed, a typical calculation would subtract my birth year (1955) from 1900 and base all subsequent calculations on an age of -55 whereas I will actually be +45 in 2000; this has serious consequences regarding my mortgage, pension, credit card repayments, overdraft, savings, or even the validity of my driving licence, my academic qualifications, marital Status, heredity (my grandparents were married in 1890 a recognised year). In 1900, the first of January was a Monday, in 2000 it will be a Saturday; many control systems require the correct day to perform accurately (traffic lights, bank vaults, production lines, water and power supply, central locking, even church bells). We have now conceptualised the potential problems if computerised systems cannot accurately 'read' 2000 and it is quite possible (albeit time and labour intensive) to correct lines of code which contain or refer to the date. However, there are further difficulties. In many instances the dates are not easily recognisable as such (particularly in secure systems where they are 'hidden' to avoid hacking); many older programmes are written in unfamiliar languages (COBOL, JOVIAL); for British Telecom alone there are more than 300 million lines of code that must be laboriously scrutinised (one of my case studies has only one programmer and 750 thousand lines of code); the Gartner Group of independent specialists estimate costs to be around £1 per line of code (rising as qualified personnel become scarce); dates can be embedded in unexpected controls in: cars, lifts, supermarket checkouts, even toasters, washing machines and coffee makers; the cost to the UK is currently estimated at £31 billion pounds by Robin Guenier of Taskforce But. the biggest problem of all, is that many experts and key bodies refuse to recognise either that a problem exists, or that it will not be fixed cheaply and easily by a simple 'across-the-board' ('silver bullet') solution. As Reeve and McGhee (1996: 16) observe: 'Even after the possible effects are explained logically and justified rationally in detail, people refuse to accept the inevitable conclusion that there could be widespread -unique -failures of almost every computer system we depend upon. ' A view supported in the same publication My own feeling is that we are probably rapidly running out of time and, in many cases, we may have passed the point where there are enough resources and time to flX it. ..I don't think this has really been thought through because, for example, the banks must consider what will happen to them if their clients start to go bankrupt on a large scale -the multiplier effect will work through the economy. It is a very serious problem with major implications not only for industry but also the public.
The difficulty of disbelief is hard to overcome because it is bound up with a fear of technology , an inability to conceptualise the extent to which the date and/or time are encoded into late twentieth centUIy society, and a reaction of 'it's someone else's problem, not lnine'. The management of change passes through five stages: Ignorance, Denial, Anger, Acceptance, Action. Reactions to the Year 2000 Date problem illustrate this process and very few organisations have arrived at the-' Action' stage. According to Robin Guenier of Taskforce 2000 It is worrying to fmd that only a tiny number of companies have started assessing the problem, let alone begun to take action to solve it. Several major fmancial institutions are only just waking up to the fact that there is a problem. Last week, one of the biggest insurance companies in the country contacted us because they suddenly realised they could be facing a major disaster (Sunday Times February 9 1997: Business).
An anticipated exception would be computer and software retailers, however Karl Feider 'an authority on the Year 2000 problem ...estimated that more than 90% of computers sold 12 months ago were not Year 2000 compliant and even today as manyas 40% of computers will not function in the new millennium. ... "Even today hardware and software which is not going to operate in 2000 is being developed and sold"' (Sunday Business April 20 1997:1). The spectre of litigation looms large and a number of test cases are currently underway regarding the Sale of Goods Act and 'fit for purpose.'
One of the most demanding aspects of the problem is assessing its size and implications in a particular organisation (there is little commonality) as critical systems are intra-, inter-, and extra-mural; similarly any 'fixes' which are implemented need to be compatible with any other system supplying crucial data, and the meticulous testing, implementation, modification and parallel running of'real-time' data are as time consuming and costly as the assessment 42 Caroline M. Schwaller and re-writing stages. ' An infonnation system or product process is only as strong as its weakest link and the deadline is unmovable' (Schwaller 1996) .
The research and seminars conducted as part of the Year 2000 Computing A/ert Programme provide additional and actual, local, data which support views expressed at more influential, national and global levels. A representative sample of one hundred Small-Mediwn Enterprises (SMEs) in Objective Areas throughout the north west of England was selected by a criterion of nonduplication of type. Infonnation regarding the project and the Year 2000 date problem was faxed to each organisation which was followed up by a telephone discussion with a relevant person and a subsequent request to use the business as a case study. Of those organisations which even agreed to talk by phone in the first instance, thirty case studies were identified and semi-structured interviews were conducted in person often lasting up to three hours as they necessitated a two-way exchange of infonnation. Additional support material on the potential problems was supplied to each company which agreed to continue as part of the study. The research material was written up and included the collation and analysis of the data collected. A case study pack was published which fonned the basis of 'awareness-raising' seminars throughout the region for lead organisations including: local government, TECs, Business Links, trade organisations, professional bodies, financial organisations, hardware and software suppliers, academic institutions and trainers. Initially, attendance was very poor, given the nwnber of contacts and the seriousness of the subject, however, growing media coverage has considerably improved participation, though certain sectors are conspicuous by their absence (defence, utilities, insurance, building societies). In total some 900 representatives will have been contacted with a minimwn information distribution directly to 20,000 businesses; additional indirect and tertiary dissemination of infonnation includes media coverage and a dedicated web site (see references).
The case study reports summarised: type ofbusiness, background, extent of IT dependency, implications of Year 2000, planned solutions, and further recommendations as a result of the research. Without going into statistical data too deeply, some findings are of special interest to social scientists. :
1. 2% of businesses covered by the telephone survey had had their systems checked by their suppliers and have been cleared of any problems. 2. 3% of businesses had not heard of the problem 3. 4% of businesses had a low awareness, defined as having heard of the problem, but not realising it could affect them I1 should be noted that the statistical analysis above is derived from a skewed sample as it was only possible to consider data provided by participating companies, a significant number refused to respond or recognise that the survey was other than a marketing exercise (analysis by NCN Research).
Only as a result of the interviews did many businesses realise that not just their internal systems were at risk, so were their external contacts as part of the interdependent supplier/customer chain. Few had seriously considered the consequences of late, inaccurate or non-supply of raw materials (including information), similarly with the delivery of their own product, and most alarmingly the prospect of invoicing failure and non-payment for goods. These problems are particularly acute for companies relying on imports or exports since many foreign countries, including Europe but more especially the Far East. lag seriously behind the UK and North America in recognising and tackling the potentially devastating effects on the world's economy of the Year 2000. In some organisations an element of superiority and complacency was apparent where they considered their internal solutions to be already in place.
Others were (over)confident in their manual/paper backup systems, particularly in very small businesses where staff had an intimate knowledge of transactions and were not IT dependent.
During the research it became increasingly apparent that the social scientist (myself) was acting as a 'change agent' (see below) since it was not possible to progress the interviews without explaining the background and expounding the wider implications of the problem. A small travel agency in Cumbria was confident that personal knowledge of the customers meant that the business would not be affected, until it was pointed out that every holiday sold relied upon the tour operators' computerised systems, as did bookings, ticketing, reservations, travel, accommodation and ultimately payment. The business is currently contacting the system suppliers in order to receive written assurances that the software will be Year 2000 compliant and/or that damages can be underwritten, limited, or avoided.
A particularly rich study was provided by a fabric manufacturer in Workington; this is best demonstrated by sumrnarising the report. The company was established in 1969 and is now a subsidiary of Du Font having 80 44 employees and a single IT manager who has been with them from start-up. Only 1% of the customer base was local, the rest were abroad, in particular the Far East as the fabric manufactured is exported to be made up into trainers. The turnover is £17 million and the production and administration is fully integrated using 2 Novell servers and 20 networked PCs. Interestingly the IT manager had developed all the programmes personally based on a legacy system taken over by the company when its supplier ceased providing software. He was aware from the start that the two-digit year representation was going to cause problems in the future, but it fell into the category of software supercession, his own retirement, or 'when I find the time to get around to it'. He was quite sanguine about the problems as he thought he was the only person who had failed to address the problem earlier and was most surprised to learn that he was much further ahead than most. He had been working on solutions for some time, most of which centred around personally reviewing every line of code (750,000), re-writing as appropriate, implementing and testing a parallel system, then writing and running 'one-off programmes to ensure that existing files were compatible with the new systems. Even he admitted that in a number of cases he could not remember why he had written particular sets of code, what they meant, and what they were designed to achieve. He had resorted to 'taking his work home and contemplating what his thinking might have been when he wrote those sections of the programmes'. However, he informed me that, as a result of our visit, he had acquired a laptop computer on which he stored a total duplicate system and 'worked on it whenever he got a spare moment.'
The case Study was so detailed and informative that the IT manager was asked to present his own material at seminars, acting not only as a 'real' testimonial but an 'expert' and 'change agent' in his own right who could talk intimately and informingly of the actuality of the experience. As the seminars evolved, he realised that the problems became ever more complex and interrelated and he cheerfully assured the participants that the more he found out the more he realised how little he knew and that the difficulties were becoming ever-more apparent. This scarcely encouraged those organisations who had never even heard of the problems prior to the seminar, let alone started to tackle them, but it did have the benefit of demonstrating 'the holes in the hand' (St. 'Doubting' Thomas) to the sceptics, some of whom were convinced that they were victims of an international marketing strategy by companies like Microsoft (or even that we had fabricated the whole business. If only. From feeling initially confident in our own grasp of the situation as an outcome of our general research, we were becoming increasingly nervous about litigation as a result of our specific dissemination of infonnation).
Surprisingly for such a seemingly aware company, the managing director of the fiml had not considered the implications of the company's reliance on overseas customers and had not considered contacting them to receive assurances that the electronic transfers of money to pay for goods received were Year 2000 compliant. (a particular problem in the Far East where at least one country, China, appears to have negated the problems by government decree). Nor had the parent company been contacted to ensure that all computer fixes implemented throughout the organisation world-wide resulted in global compatibility. Even more surprising was that management went ahead with purchasing new hardware and a full suite of management software after the interview without receiving written assurances of compliance from the supplier (some of the software is known to have unresolved 'glitches').
What this suggests is that the greatest difficulty in fully understanding the Year 2000 implications is most prevalent at the most senior level of management. a fact borne out by CCT A research: ' Although the problem is a technical one, the solution is potentially one of the biggest logistical and management headaches you may have ever encountered' (CCT A web site). And by the Institute of Electrical Engineers:
The problem may be your senior management. Even if you as a senior engineer are aware of the problem and the need for action, your senior management may not be. They have to be convinced at the most senior level that it is important and that it needs priority, and that they need to take the decisions needed with regard to resources and the setting of priorities (lEE web site).
The closest recent comparison to the conclusions drawn from the above research is the treatment ofBSE. As the issues surrounding that ongoing debate are to be more fully considered by Barbara Adam in her forthcoming book, the following extract from Reeve and McGhee will suffice to highlight the similarities:
During 1994 and most of 1995, a few prophets of doom tried to attract attention, but only a handful listened. ...few computer industry reports or government analyses reflect the insider message that emerges daily with greater clarity: a total fix of the millennium bug will prove impossible.
We have seen before howofficial denials and assurances can hoodwink the media. It happened with the Mad Cow Disease (BSE) and you can argue that it is happening with Mad Computer Disease -the millennium bug. The parallels are 46 worth examining if only to make us wake up and question the assurances of experts ...In the same way that only a minority of computer scientists accept the possibility of a fully-bloWn millennium disaster, only a handful of doctors and biologists had the courage to go public with the theory that BSE could cross over to humans. The millennium bug affects machines not cattle, but its evolution as a news story and topic of conversation is undergoing the same life-cycle (Reeve and McGhee 1996: 18 & 1'7, emphasis added).
Reflections on Truth and Method. A Case of Apocalypse or Revelation?
I shall tIy to give an answer indirectly to the central question of the modern age -a question posed for us by the existence of modern science. It is the question of how our natural view of the world -the experience of the world that we have as we simply live out our lives -is related to the unassailable and anonymous authority that confronts us in the pronouncements of science. ...our task is to reconnect the objective world of technology, which the sciences place at our disposal and discretion, with those fundamental orders of our being that are neither arbitrary nor manipulable, but rather simply demand our respect (Gadamer 1976: 3-4 ) .
The seeming problem regarding the Year 2000 and the date is not re-writing or even locating lines of computer code, but that most people have difficulties 'understanding' the pervasive presence of infonnation technology in society and the control which such technologies can exert as a result of 'innocent' lack of fore-sight on the part of the all-too-human programmers. As yet, machines are not god ('to err is human') and Gadamer draws upon a lesson given by Heidegger , in the text of Aristotle ...every techne poses an intrinsic limit: its knowledge is not a full uncovering of something because the work it knows how to produce is delivered into the uncertainty of a use over which it does not preside ( 1976: 201) .
Or as the computer industry adage may well catastrophically prove: 'Garbage In: Garbage Out'. on' in a particular situation, a means of arriving at an understanding of 'how actors do the social world,' a way to interpret 'everyday practices' or 'being-inthe-world.' He does not need to provide a definitive list of suitable methods, this would be quite out of tune with his theory; he is confident that the student will work hard to achieve 'best fit' between theory and method.
For the research in hand, I draw upon a method derived from 'diffilsion of innovation' theory as expounded by Everett M. Rogers and the resultant field of 'diffilsion studies'. These have a base in anthropology and the work of Karl Deutsch but are more recently applied to studies in management science. The diffilsion paradigm contains a number of interdependent agencies and processes, too lengthy to discuss in detail here, but one particular aspect should be introduced with reference to the work underpinning this paper, namely the proactive role of the 'change agent' in the adoption and dissemination of research.
A change agent is an individual who influences clients' innovation decisions in a direction deemed desirable by a change agency. fu most cases a change agent seeks to secure the adoption of new ideas, but he or she may also attempt to slow down the diffusion process and prevent the adoption of certain innovations ...the communication relationship between the agent and the client is important and the reality of the situation is that a good deal of two-way information exchange takes place (1971: 312).
Thus by way of explanation of the seeming subjectivity of my research process, this is not the case, since the researcher has her own contribution delineated and described within a rigorous method which is dependent upon full participation and involvement on the part of that researcher, indeed requires such inputs; this could be termed 'participant participation' rather than 'participant observation'. A better understanding is arrived at through a close and intimate relationship with both the process and the data.
In Philosophical Hermeneutics, drawing upon Heidegger, Gadamer considers the interpretation of 'truth' as cx.AT1e€1.CX. (aletheia) -unconcealment or disclosure -rather than truth as veritas, a matter for scientific proof. Thus an understanding of 'truth' is inextricably bound up with things 'ready-at-hand' (Bleicher 1980: 117) : the 'interpretation' each person makes as a result offoreknowledge or prejudice and the subsequent blending (fusion) of horizons (Horizontverschmelzung) to formulate new (and better) understandings.
The paradox of aletheia is that the more we know, the more we realise how little we know, since disclosure contains within it that which is still concealed. 48 In his interpretation of Gadamer, Weinsheimer writes the following elucidating comment on aletheia: 'Since concealment belongs to revelation, one might say that revelation constantly increases its own task ' (1985: 39) . Thus 'truth' can be interpreted as 'revelation' or 'the moment at which the penny drops ' Schwaller 1997) , eloquently named as Zum-Stehen-Kommen by Gadamer (1976: 14) exemplified after Aristotle as the moment when a whole army comes to a halt, rather than the instant when the first soldier stops. And thus we return to our original question: is our date with destiny a matter of apocalypse or revelation? The answer is contained within that moment when the penny drops for us.
The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary (1936) defines the word 'apocalypse' as synonymous with 'revelation' -the two are considered interchangeable and draw upon the Greek origins ('unveiling' or 'uncovering') translated as: I A striking disclosure of something previously unknown or not realized (1862). Disclosure of facts made by a person; exposure of something previously disguised or concealed (1475).' To conclude, for a researcher in hermeneutics, the apocalypse of global computer meltdown is a timely revelation.
'Blessed is he that readeth, and they that hear the words of this prophecy, and keep those things which are written therein: for the time is at hand' (The Revelation of St. John the Divine: Ch.l v.3).
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